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The Left have lost the economic argument. Abroad, the communist

economies are miserable failures President Mitterand Tn France,

tried Socialist policies for a short while and then ran for cover

and adopted what I think I can say, without being immodest, are

mmmexitkexTeakmeexismxtemmxSimmielimmxx Thatcherite policies.

At home, the long years of So cialist economic policies led to

a drying up of investment, a great increase in taxes, greater

and greater public spending, a stifling of enterprise.- steep

economic decline. . I ut.e... . (eLi2A
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All industrial economies must they
DIMXWINKXXII embrace the new industrial revolution if wm are going

Although
to survive. We are no exception. the Socialists think that we

are. They think that Canute was wrong. They think that you can

order the tides of reality to stop, to turn back.mmxkkemeekkesxxx

But all sensible people know that progress is inevitable. We either

take advantage of it or itmkekemmedemmkemexmixmexx other's do,

and take advantage of us. The new industrial revolution is not

malign. It can and should be benign. It can free pempiemfmxmx

working people from the daxXxmekemimmmiiimxmfxxx drudgery and boredom

of repetative jobs in umixiemdiy dirty, noisy, soulless environments

cl-tm", tA. 
and provide them with mkeexfmix exciting work i friendly workplaces.

And if embraced willingly it will create an undreamed prosperity

for all. Not just for the weimmfix well-off. That's another

Socialist lie. Wealth is good for everyone. A successful man

doesn't put his wealth mmdex in hi attress.axyxwo He makes

it work. By lending it to his bank, mkx or to his Building Society,

liMAkmaa
or to some other)(nstitution. And the bank and the building society

or other institution puts the money to work. They invest it.
t4A- AA-qr.-Ls Ito 10.A

Ifilim.iihorspends it and so it works through the economy.



•
The new industrial revolution is bound to produce social dislocation.

We cannot escape that and we have never denied it. but we cannot

mitmi help those who are suffering unless we create thm wealth.

witmutx

Rmaiismimq Realising that their economic policies hae failed,

capitalising on the unavoidable dim problems of this new ind.revotU/k4N

the Socialists retreat into claiming that we are lacking in compassion

They claim that they

are the ones who care for ordinary working people. If that were

true I wouldn't be here today. Ordinary working people put me
Sock0VW

here. I know it. Thej‘know itpo.That is why their claims are

so shrill. The working classes are deserting the Socialists in

droves. Thousands are withdrawing form the political levy. Why?

Because they are realising that Socialism doesn't care.fox Except

for power. There's no compassion in profligate spending of other

people's money. There's no compassion in fmnxixgxpeopim encouraging

ordinary people to live in a fool's paradise of unproductive jobs

at uneconomic wages, in unproductive enterprises. SM There's

not an iota of compassion in the supreme arrogance of the Socialists

who believe that they know best - not the people, oh no, theq dLi/L

not considered inteAigtiot enough to know what is best for them.

The BRitish working people know a great deal. They know that

it's far better to work for a thriving, profitable enterprise.

They know that they do not want the hoplessness of decline. They

know that they want the excitement of working for forward looking,

expanding, profitablQ. industries that provide them with secure,

interesting jobs. Tkakxisxwkmkxwexaxgxgmpimgxkoxigimmxkkemxx All

our policies are directed twoards creating the climate that will

allow people to create such enterprises. We can't create them.

Govern4Ott can create the climate. 1444- 6.4.4fr- 6/441141' Ikt—L4-42-401% •
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411 ocialists do not rest on their preposterous claim to have a monopoly

of compassion. They go further. They use compassion as an excuse

for the curtailment of individual freedom. The freedom to spend
The Socialists want to take it from you and spend it on people and grlyAkSJA-.0 a,Ce

your own money. /The freedom to choose the school that you want evA-
ApV)&46 0.404.041
mah •for your children. The freedom to buy your own home. IN the name

of compassion Socialists restrict all these and many other precious

individual freedoms.

Because we tell people the truth, because we face reality and help

others to do the same, because we believe that individual liberty

is the absolute and inalienable right of the individual - we claim

to offer the only political vision that can be truly called com-

passionate.


